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Abstract 

In power generation systems the economic load dispatch issue is one of the 

important challenges under deregulated environment. In our earlier paper, an 

improved PSO is introduced in which the acceleration constants are made 

adaptive. They have been inclined to change dynamically on the basis of the 

position of the particle and the number of function evaluations. In a systematic 

distributed environment this directed the particles to search and therefore we 

term the algorithm as PSO with Distributed Acceleration Constant 

(PSODAC). This paper studies the dynamicity of the hyperplane of the 

proposed acceleration constants on the performance of load dispatch problem. 

The investigation is extended to various hyperplane dimension and the results 

are observed for better selection of hyperplane dimension.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The Economic load dispatch (ELD) is a critical approach for deciding the cost-
efficiency and reliable power generation to meet the power demand [1]. Due to the 
development of smart grid, the challenge towards ELD has been greater than before, 
and it is frequently incorporated with electrical conveyors and renewable energy 
sources [5-10]. The most important purpose of an ELD issue is to reduce the total cost 
of a power generation unit in the absence of power shortage and no compromise on 
the operating restriction [11] [36] [37]. Nevertheless, the multimodal possessions of 
ELD issue present a great challenge to specialist and analyst on formative the optimal 
generation approach. Conversely, the ELD issue has many local optima due to the 
nonlinear fuel cost efficiency [34]. Therefore, the probability of converging to local 
optimal approach is superior to the converging towards global optimal approach [21]. 

In spite of the literature has been reported through an ample number of optimization 
algorithms. To grip the aforementioned characteristics of ELD, they do have enough 
advancement. For, e.g., the classical calculus based method can hold only smooth and 
differentiable objective functions [2].  The linear programming insulates whereas, 
handling the piecewise linear cost estimations [3], while dynamic programming 
models subjected because of the dimensionality and high computational complexity 
[4]. A small number of centralized techniques like lambda iteration approach and 
interior point approach can resolve merely convex optimization approaches [12] [13]. 
Nevertheless, the practical issues are the ELD issues and they are non-convex 
optimization issues [4] [14].   

In recent days, the population-based stochastic search algorithms have obtained more 
attention in solving the ELD issue. Actually, they are well known for its capability to 
hold non-convex problems [15]. The two of the popular evolutionary algorithms [20] 
[22] [23] [24] such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) [16] [17] [18] [19] and Differential 
Evolution (DE) [23] are renowned for their precise computational intelligence on 
holding the non-convex issues. In contrast, the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
[25-31] is one of the most popular swarm intelligent algorithms [31-33] to hold the 
issue efficiently [15]. In spite of this, they facilitate fast searching of near global 
optimal generation approaches. In this platform, for achieving the optimal global 
remains the open-ended challenge. 

 
A. Motivation 
In the literature, several variants like improved PSO and GA have been reported to 
handle the open-ended challenge [25-31] [35]. We have studied several enhanced 
version of PSO which have been attempted to solve several non-convex optimization 
problems as our algorithm attention relies on around PSO [38] [39] [40]. An enhanced 
PSO in which the particle movement has been revealed not only by the particle and 
optimal global positions but also by the worst position, and it has been developed by 
the A. Immanuel Selvakumar and K. Thanushkodi. Additionally, a basic local random 
search (LRS) has also been developed in the enhanced version [27]. The inertial 
weight has been made characterized on the basis of the particle rank than the iteration 
ratio [29]. Self – organizing hierarchical PSO has been presented in [28]. To further 
improve the self – organizing PSO, it has recommended using the adaptive 
acceleration constants [28]. The previous two algorithms are difficulty oriented, while 
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the latter embeds the procedure which coexists with usual PSO operation and hence 
the searching complexity will be minimized. Here, we attempt to introduce an 
enhanced PSO on the basis of the adaptive acceleration constants, and it is motivated 
by the conclusion. 

Algorithm: PSODAC 

Set IN  and FN to zero 

Set   bestP and bestG  as null vector 

Set    bestPf  and  bestGf to a Large number, say 1010  

Initialize  knP and  knv  

Compute fitness of every particle nP , i.e.    nkn PfkPf   

Update bestP  

    For every thk particle, 

            
      

 

 


otherwisekP

kPfPfP
kP

best

bestnkkn
best

;

;
 

    For End 

Update bestG : 
             



 

 

otherwiseG
GfkPfPfkPfP

G
best

bestbestnjbestsizePjjn
best

;

|min;|min:
,0;  

Increase IN and FN by 1 and sizeP , respectively 

While sufficient number of function evaluations are not met, i.e., max

FF NN   

     Do for each particle 

                Compute kc1 and kc2 using Eq. (7) 

                Update velocity using Eq. (6) 

                Update particle using Eq. (5) 

                Compute Fitness 

                Update bestP  

                Increase FN by 1 

   End Do 

   Increase IN  by 1 

   Update bestG  

End While 

Return bestG and  bestGf  

 

B. Contributions 
Here we aim to resolve the ELD issue by means of a robust optimization algorithm. 
The algorithm is an enhanced version in that the acceleration constants are made 
flexible. 
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In this paper, the first contribution is we create the acceleration constant as a function 
of a number of assessments made of the particles produced till the immediate. Further, 
the second contribution is we examine the dynamics of the particle all through the 
teeming iteration, and the performance is correlated with them. This paper further 
analyzed the hyperplane and the dimension of the DAC and their impact on the 
performance of the algorithm.  

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly discuss our proposed 
methodology. In section III some simulation results are presented, and the conclusion 
of the paper is presented in section IV. 

 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. Objective Model 

Let us consider   gn NnPf 0: be the cost of thn generation unit to produce the nP MW 

of power. Here, gN represents the number of generation units in the system. As the 

aim of the ELD issue is to decrease the total cost of the generation system. The ELD 
issue can be represented as, 

 


gN

n
n

nnP
PfG

1

minarg*                                                                 (1) 

The Eq. (1) is subjected to the following constrained, 

maxmin

nnn PPP                                                                        (2) 

  0
1




LD

gN

n
n PPP                                                                 (3) 

The Eq. 2 represents the Generation capacity constrained and the Eq. 3 represents the 
Real power balance constrained. Moreover, the DP  and LP indicates the total power 

demand in MW and transmission losses. The LP can be represented as follows 

    00
1

0
1 1

BPBPBPP
gN

n
nn

gN

m

gN

n
nmnmL  

 

                                      (4)  

Here, mnB , nB0 and 00B are the loss coefficients. In Eq. (1), we acquire *G that 

represents the best generation schedule for the known generation system. Further, this 
paper attempts to solve Eq. (1) using existing PSO and PSODAC and investigates the 
acquired generation schedule. 

 

B. Proposed ELD Strategy 
In the particle update process, the PSODAC is differed from PSO by means of 
introducing adaptive acceleration constants. The algorithm of PSODAC is also 
presented. Conventionally, the particle update process in PSO is represented in Eq. (6) 
and (7). In Eq. (6), w indicates the inertia weight, 1c and 2c  indicates the acceleration 
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constants and 1r  and 2r indicates the arbitrary integers at  1,0 . Here, 1c and 2c are set 

as constant, usually set at 2. Nevertheless, the importance of these parameters is high 
since they define the amount of divergence of a particle in respect of bestP  and bestG  to 

be considered for updating the particles. Here, we vary these parameters on the basis 
of the position of each particle. Further, the number of function assessments that are 
made till the current iteration and it is represented in Eq. (7). 

 

     updated
knkn

updated
kn vPP                                                                                      (5) 

 

        
    nGPrc

nPPrcvwv

bestkn

kbestknkn
updated
kn
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11                                                                    (6) 
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C. Hyperplane of DAC 
A subspace of one dimension less than its ambient space is known as Hyperplane. Fig. 
1. demonstrates the variation of Hyperplane with C1 or C2 for the proposed PSODAC. 
Here, the C1 or C2 represents the ranges of different values and they are set to 0 to 8 
and the hyperplane varies from 0 to 10. The Cmax / Cmin are plotted over the C1 or C2 
for the proposed PSODAC and they are illustrated in Fig 2. Here, the Cmax / Cmin will 
be varying but the C1 or C2 will be in controlled area. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Hyperplane dimension versus c1 or c2 of DAC 
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Fig. 2. Cmax /Cmin  versus c1=c2 of DAC 

Fig. 3.  

III. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Test Systems 
To verify the effectiveness of the PSODAC algorithm, three different system such as 
System A, System B, and System C were tested. In System A, we attempt to connect 
three generation units, and the experimentation is carried out. Here, the power 
demand is set to 150MW. In system B, there are six generation units that are operated 
to meet the demand of 700MW. In Test System C, we use IEEE 24 bus RTS system 
in which 12 generation units are connected, and 24-hour load profile is used to 
investigate the performance of PSODAC and PSO. The proposed PSODAC algorithm 
is implemented and tested in MATLAB R-2015 a. 

 

B. Varying DAC plane 
Table I depicts the cost efficiency of the Test System A by varying Cmax and c. The 
parameters Cmax are set to 2 to 14 and Cmax min are set to 0 to 4. Here the power 
demand is set to 150 MW. As seen from the Table I, when Cmax = 6 and Cmin = 4 the 
total generation cost will be minimum for the DAC (i.e.,) 1621.766. Similarly, the 
cost efficiency of the Test System B is shown in Table II, and the power demand is set 
to 700 MW with six generation units. Moreover, the result in Table II shows that the 
minimum cost 8842.453 is attained while the Cmax set to 6 and Cmin set to 3. However, 
the maximum cost 10389.38 is obtained when the Cmax = 9 and Cmin = 3. In Table III, 
the cost efficiency of the Test System C is shown by varying Cmax and Cmin.  Here, 
IEEE 24 bus RTS system is used in which 12 generation units are connected. Table III 
illustrates that the minimum cost efficiency 3.951677 can be attained while the Cmax= 
4 and Cmin = 2 as well as Cmax=13 and Cmin = 4. Conversely, the maximum cost 
efficiency 7.669049 is obtained when the Cmax set to 9 and Cmin set to 1. 
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TABLE I.  COST EFFICIENCY OF TEST SYSTEM A 

Cmax 

/Cmin 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

0 1880.789 1686.171 1851.558 1676.763 1682.474 1727.295 1663.813 1786.269 1880.789 - - - - 

1 - 1705.117 1645.187 1670.913 1841.363 1664.577 1880.789 1880.789 1748.103 1880.789 - - - 

2 - - 1823.658 1764.841 1798.15 1880.789 1689.185 1880.789 1867.859 1824.213 1659.407 - - 

3 - - - 1655.662 1801.623 1880.789 1669.538 1797.027 1880.789 1756.216 1837.268 1658.063 - 

4 - - - - 1621.766 1880.789 1770.721 1807.288 1880.789 1639.429 1880.789 1880.789 1824.193 

 

TABLE II.  COST EFFIECIENCY OF TEST SYSTEM B 

Cmax 
/Cmin 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

0 9024.262 8851.338 9104.341 9304.932 9282.92 9304.932 9304.932 9205.68 9304.932 - - - - 

1 - 8925.373 9208.494 9000.348 9304.932 9304.932 9304.932 9327.104 9326.94 10389.38 - - - 

2 - - 9304.932 9643.345 9304.932 9304.932 9021.335 8926.816 9045.751 9624.908 9277.846 - - 

3 - - - 9304.932 8842.453 9674.219 9942.802 10389.38 9304.932 10355.25 9304.932 9304.932 - 

4 - - - - 9349.913 9672.345 9233.716 9304.932 9112.561 9304.932 9304.932 9071.164 10159.01 

TABLE III.  COST EFFICIENCY OF TEST SYSTEM C 

Cmax 
/Cmin 

2 (107) 3 (107) 4 (107) 5 (107) 6 (107) 7 (107) 8 (107) 9 (107) 10 (107) 11 (107) 12 (107) 13 (107) 14 (107) 

0 5.856614 4.669496 5.358747 6.443982 5.358747 6.068228 7.257677 5.881969 5.457869 - - - - 

1 - 5.856614 5.881969 4.463643 5.881969 5.55205 6.068228 7.669049 6.014515 6.068228 - - - 

2 - - 3.951677 6.907023 4.975838 7.085002 4.669496 5.902261 5.603576 6.068228 6.380953 - - 

3 - - - 4.15753 6.111705 5.532689 7.295937 5.856614 6.068228 4.841769 6.200682 5.358747 - 

4 - - - - 5.358747 4.463643 6.067761 5.532689 6.529415 4.328546 5.532689 3.951677 4.841769 

 

C. Comparative Study 

TABLE IV.  COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF PSO AND PSODAC FOR THREE TEST SYSTEM 

Methods Test System A Test System B Test System C 

PSO 1670.9431  9209.0178   48896937.9407 

PSODAC Best  1621.7659  8842.4534   39516771.4278 

PSODAC Worst  1880.7894     10389.38   76690485.9463 
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Table IV demonstrates the comparison result of the conventional PSO and the 
proposed PSODAC for three Test systems such as Test system A, B and C. In Best 
case scenario, the proposed PSODAC is 3% better than the conventional PSO for Test 
System A. Similarly, the proposed PSODAC is 4% better than the conventional PSO 
for Test System B. In Test System C, the proposed PSODAC is 19% better than the 
conventional PSO.However, the performance of PSODAC is better than PSO in worst 
case scenario. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper investigated the variation of hyperplane on the improved version of PSO, 

described as PSODAC in order to solve the issue in ELD in the deregulated power 

system. Besides, the efficiency to solve the ELD issue is tested under three cases. In 

the first case, the generation system has three generation units and in the second case 

has six generation units and the third case is an IEEE24 benchmark RTS system with 

12 generation units. Finally, the experimental results revealed that the performance of 

PSODAC is superior to conventional PSO. Furthermore, we have investigated the 

dynamics of particle movement shown by PSO and PSODAC. The results have 

revealed the better hyperplane dimension and their impact on the performance of the 

ELD solution.  
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